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houses along the railways which were his lines of communica-
tion; the other to denude the country systematically of its farms
and stock, gathering the non-combatants into concentration-
camps. The latter was a grim system, which only necessity could
justify, and which General Weyler's then recent practice in Cuba
had made odious throughout the civilized world. But the Boers,
it must be remembered, fought without uniforms and in their
everyday clothes, with no mark of combatancy save a rifle and
a bandolier. A peaceful farmer at one moment became a belli-
gerent guerrilla at the next, and then, by quick change, a peaceful
farmer again. So long as homesteads with food, forage, and spare
horses remained dotted over the veldt, it was impossible to pin
him down. But it was a slow task clearing so large a country;
and meantime the enemy leaders bid desperately for the initia-
tive. In February 1901 they carried out a concerted plan, where-
by Botha raided Natal, while De Wet, Hertzog, and Kritzinger
separately invaded Gape Colony and sought to raise the Dutch
there. These daring offensives failed. Only a few Gape Dutch
rose. Kitchener was enabled by his railways to concentrate men
rapidly both in Natal and in Cape Colony; and Botha, after doing
considerable damage, was driven out of Natal by a large mounted
force under General French. De Wet fared worse; out of 3,000
men and 5 guns which accompanied him across the Orange
only half the men and none of the guns found their way back.
The Boers now sought peace; and on 26 February Botha met
Kitchener at Middelburg.. But negotiations broke down over
the question of amnesty for Cape rebels.1
The war then entered on a fourth phase, in which lines of
blockhouses, such as hitherto had been built to guard the railways,
were pushed independently across the country with wire fences
to divide it into closed compartments. Only large parties of
Boers could break through such a line by force; and one closed
area after another was persistently 'swept', every person found
in it being taken to a concentration-camp. This phase lasted till
1 The number involved was only 200-300. Kitchener wanted to amnesty them,
but Milner opposed, and the British government followed Milner. Kitchener
wrote to Brodrick (22 March 1901): *Milner's views may be strictly just, but they
are to my mind vindictive, and I do not know of a case in history when, under
similar circumstances, an amnesty has not been granted. We are now carrying on
the war to put two or three hundred Dutchmen in prison at the end of it. It seems
to me absurd and wrong.' (Sir George Arthur, Life of Lord Kitchener (1920), ii. 26.)
The long and tragic extension of the war was a dear price for following Milner.

